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Jane West has first hand expertise with the health and wellness benefits that come with a daily dose of CBD. We’ve partnered with established, trusted manufacturers to produce products that integrate into any lifestyle.

Our American-grown CBD products are of the highest possible quality, so customers can have peace of mind as they elevate their daily routine. Our selection is both thoughtfully sourced and always 3rd party lab tested.
Our craft coffee is infused with full-spectrum, organic, Colorado-grown CBD, delivering the well known health and wellness benefits of cannabidiol in a delicious cup of small-batch coffee. Jane West CBD Coffee is now available in two flavorful roasts that let customers enjoy the energy and fresh taste they cherish without the jitters, anxiety, or acid belly that often plague coffee lovers.

**PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS**
- 12 ounce whole bean coffee
- 240 milligram infusion of full-spectrum CBD
- Brewing methods include drip filters, French press, Espresso, and AeroPress
- 10mg of CBD in every brewed cup
JANE WEST CBD COFFEE

(A) LIGHT

This varietal is produced exclusively by an all female coffee co-op in Costa Rica called Coopronaranjo. The medium-light roasted beans produce a rich, medium-bodied cup with well-balanced notes of almond, chocolate, stone fruit, and sweet honeyed malt.

JW.LR.1
MSRP $48

(B) DARK

Discover an earthy and bold blend of Indonesian and Yemeni beans designed to echo the famous coffees of the Dutch East Indies colony on Java. The medium-dark roast produces a lush, full-bodied cup with deep notes of darkened cherry and berries balanced with hints of chocolate and sweet spices.

JW.DR.1
MSRP $48

PLACE AN ORDER HERE
JANE WEST HEMP MINI JOINTS

Jane West Day and Night CBD Mini Joints each are .35 grams of pure goodness, a perfect serving size for just you or shared with a friend. Made from 100% natural hemp grown in Colorado and rolled with blended herbs. No harsh chemicals or additives.

(A) Jane West Day Hemp Mini Joints are the best way to start the day or sustain your energy levels with herbs that uplift the senses and revitalize mind, body, and soul.

Colorado Grown Hemp, Spearmint, Lemon Balm, Damiana, Lemon, Spearmint Terpenes

JW.HMJ.10D
MSRP $38

(B) Jane West Night Hemp Mini Joints are the best way to end the day or calm your vibes with herbs that relax the senses and revitalize mind, body, and soul.

Colorado Grown Hemp, Rose, Damiana, Raspberry Leaf, Strawberry, Rose Gold Terpenes

JW.HMJ.10N
MSRP $38

PLACE AN ORDER HERE
Freshen up your vape selection with Jane West’s NEW LeMint CBD Day Vaporizer. Our CBD is distilled from licensed Colorado hemp and blended with fragrant terpenes from real spearmint leaves to offer a zippy daytime boost.

- 200mg of CBD
- Natural plant terpenes derived from fresh lemon and spearmint
- Discreet design & minimal odor
- TEC Temper distillate, smooth & odorless (NOT PG-propylene glycol)
- Pre-charged long-lasting vaporizer battery
- Quality CCELL cartridge with ceramic heating element

INGREDIENTS

CO2 CBD Distillate (derived from licensed Colorado Hemp), Natural Terpene Flavors. DOES NOT CONTAIN THC.

JW.VP.D
MSRP $38

PLACE AN ORDER HERE
In the NEW RoseBerry CBD Night Vaporizer we combined CBD distilled from licensed Colorado hemp with terpenes derived from real rose petals and strawberries to create a heady bouquet that promotes relaxation and a smooth transition from day to night.

- 200mg of CBD
- Natural plant terpenes derived from fresh rose petals and strawberries
- Discreet design & minimal odor
- TEC Temper distillate, smooth & odorless (NOT PG-propylene glycol)
- Pre-charged long-lasting vaporizer battery
- Quality CCELL cartridge with ceramic heating element

**INGREDIENTS**

CO2 CBD Distillate (derived from licensed Colorado Hemp), Natural Terpene Flavors. DOES NOT CONTAIN THC.

JW.VP.N
MSRP $38
Jane West Day and Night CBD Capsules deliver the health and wellness benefits of cannabidiol (CBD) through a simple daily regimen.

- 10 mg of full spectrum hemp-derived CBD in each capsule
- Superfood Moringa base in both formulas
- 30 day supply in every bottle
- THC-free, produced in GMP certified nutraceutical facility
- Powerhouse nutritional profile rich with beneficial ingredients

(A) “Day” is taken in the morning and contains phenylalanine, a natural amino acid that is associated with enhanced mood and increased concentration.

JW.DC.1  
MSRP $58

(B) “Night” is taken before bed and contains tryptophan, a precursor to serotonin and melatonin that is associated with improved sleep.

JW.NC.1  
MSRP $58

PLACE AN ORDER HERE
Jane West designs are as stylish as they are functional, as classic as they are innovative and modern. Whether shoppers are looking for discreet pieces to slip into a purse, or striking conversation starters to place in the center of a room, they’ll find what they’re looking for. The Jane West customer is active and discerning, so they need smoking and storage solutions that stand out from the crowd while fitting seamlessly into everyday life.

ACCESSORIES COLLECTION
The Travel Collection makes it easy to consume anytime, anywhere. Each product offers everything the user needs in one distinctive, functional package. Years of research and development led to the inception of these discreet, high-quality pieces that turn heads and start conversations.
THE SOLO

Offer the convenience of the perfect puff anytime, anywhere, with the small, polished, and effortless Solo.

KEY FEATURES

– A new take on one-hitters
– Made with kitchen-grade enamel coating to protect from wear and tear
– Combines a built-in custom cleaning rod
– Perfect, single dose bowl

JW.TS.1
MSRP $18
THE WAND

With flower storage, a single dose Solo pipe and a self-cleaning cap to allow users to load and smoke in one effortless motion, The Wand will quickly become part of your customers’ every day light up routine.

KEY FEATURES

- Combines flower storage, a single dose Solo pipe and a self-cleaning cap to allow users to load and smoke in one effortless motion
- All pieces fit in a sleek jet case that mimics a mascara tube

JW.TW.1
MSRP $38

PLACE AN ORDER HERE
THE COMPACT

The Compact looks like a classic makeup accessory, but it holds everything your customer needs for a discrete session, including a space for a lighter and removable double sided storage box.

KEY FEATURES

– Holds a single dose Solo pipe, a custom cleaning rod, dual removable flower compartments, and a space for a lighter of any size
– Contained in a glossy, streamlined jet case with a convenient mirror in the lid for post-puff touch-ups
– Easy to clean silicone insert

JW.TC.1
MSRP $48

*Lighter not included
THE CLASSIC

Jane West’s take on the iconic dugout shape includes spring loaded tools for smoking and cleaning, as well as two roomy chambers that allow the user to store a generous amount of two different varieties.

KEY FEATURES

- Polished take on the quintessential dugout
- Brushed stainless steel case swivels open to reveal a single dose Solo pipe and custom cleaning rod, both spring loaded
- Dual dugout flower chambers allow for storage of different varieties

JW.TCL.1
MSRP $58
THE TUBE

Everyone loves a vape pen they can toss in a pocket or purse with no mess or hassle - until the glass breaks or the plastic leaks. Luckily, Jane has a solution. The Tube protects most standard sized vape pens, so customers can take their favorite vape anywhere and know that it will arrive undamaged.

KEY FEATURES
- Stainless steel vape pen protector

JWTB16
MSRP $18

PLACE AN ORDER HERE
When Jane West partnered with GRAV to create a signature line of glass smoking accessories, the result was bound to be unforgettable. The soft curves and bold lines of our glass collection elevate hand pipes, bubblers, and water pipes into functional works of art that compliment any decor.

The art deco inspiration for this collection shines through in 5 pieces that are each available in three lush colors. From the compact Taster to the powerful Beaker, each member of the Jane West + GRAV glass family is a sturdy statement piece that will last.
MINT COLLECTION

The opaque pastel shade of the Mint Collection will brighten up any shelf, offering a fresh look that stands out from other glass.

THE BEAKER

The Jane West Beaker reimagines the classic bong as an elegant water pipe with a striking, sophisticated appearance and superior function.

- Sturdy and heat resistant 10” tall borosilicate
- Fixed fission downstem prevents breakage and cools hits
- Included 14mm Jane West bowl completes the aesthetic

JW.T2.15
MSRP $200

THE BUBBLER

Offer customers hefty, water-cooled hits from a small, elegant accessory with the Jane West Bubbler.

- Sturdy and heat resistant 5.5” tall borosilicate
- Fixed fission downstem prevents breakage and cools hits
- Water filtration in one simple piece with no moving parts or added accessories
- Ergonomic mouthpiece

JW.UB.15
MSRP $120

PLACE AN ORDER HERE
THE SPOON

No pipe silhouette is quite as comforting or familiar as a spoon pipe with a carb on the left. Jane West elevates this shape to make it more sturdy, more functional, and of course, more attractive.

– Sturdy and heat resistant 3.75” long borosilicate
– Flat bottom keeps piece stable when set down
– High capacity bowl
– Tapered ergonomic mouthpiece

THE STEAMROLLER

The bold hits and intuitive nature of the Jane West Steamroller will get the good times rolling at any sophisticated soirée.

– Sturdy and heat resistant 4.25” long borosilicate
– Raised bowl increases capacity
– Two stabilizing glass feet
– Matching tapered carb and ergonomic mouthpiece

THE TASTER

No piece is too small to be stylish. Jane West does the one hitter her way with a sleek shape that recalls a vintage cigarette holder and is exceptionally easy to load, smoke, and store.

– Sturdy and heat resistant 3” long borosilicate
– Stabilizing glass roll stop
– Tapered ergonomic mouthpiece
– Discreet and portable
CLOUD COLLECTION

The Cloud Collection takes the clean, minimalist aesthetic to the next level with pure white opaque glass.

(A) THE SPOON
JW.SP.12
MSRP $50

(B) THE TASTER
JW.T2.12
MSRP $25

(C) THE BEAKER
JW.BK.12
MSRP $200

(D) THE BUBBLER
JW.UB.12
MSRP $120

(E) THE STEAMROLLER
JW.RL16.12
MSRP $50

PLACE AN ORDER HERE
COBALT COLLECTION

The Cobalt Collection offers each piece in a deep, stormy blue that calls to mind ocean depths and the sky at dusk.

(A) THE SPOON
JW.SP.1
MSRP $50

(B) THE TASTER
JW.T2.1
MSRP $25

(C) THE BEAKER
JW.BK.1
MSRP $200

(D) THE BUBBLER
JW.UB.1
MSRP $120

(E) THE STEAMROLLER
JW.RL16.1
MSRP $50

PLACE AN ORDER HERE
Jane serves as the trusted voice of a proud daily flower consumer, connecting her audience with cannabis for a better everyday. Jane is the cannabis lifestyle brand that makes the plant personal, accessible and life-enhancing.
See what else we are building!

JANE WEST MARKETING SUPPORT

Metal Wall Signage  
*JW.PR.TI*

Packaging Partnerships  
*Learn more here!*

Kate Csillagi, VP of Sales  
kate@janewest.com  
(979) 216-8806